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Lost Time Incident: Mersey 
 

Leg injured by chock propelled from “dumpy bag” 
Incident Details 
 
Approximately 60% of steel coils handled at Liverpool are secured 
by timber chocks (triangular wooden wedges used to prevent coils 
rolling when stored on the ground).  When not in use the chocks are 
put into one tonne “dumpy” bags or safe keeping (see photograph). 
 
Recently a dumpy bag, three-quarters full of chocks, was being 
carried by a forklift truck inside a storage shed.  During transit, one 
chock fell from the bag and landed in front of the forklift which then 
drove over it.  The weight of the vehicle caused the wooden chock to 
be propelled sideways and strike an operative in the lower leg 
causing a fracture and laceration. We wish our colleague well for a 
speedy recovery. 
 
 Considerations 
 
The terminal believed that they had reduced the risk associated with timber chocks to a low level. 
For example, good housekeeping was employed and unused chocks were placed in a bag to keep 
them secure (e.g. reducing trip hazards and preventing them from becoming projectiles). However 
this incident is a reminder that we can never be complacent. 
 
In light of the above, all relevant operations should consider the following: 
 

 If timber (or other) chocks/wedges are used then we must consider the risk of them being 

similarly propelled if pressure is applied in the correct place (e.g. if a heavy vehicle drives 

over one); 

 Other small to medium-sized objects could be propelled in a similar manner; 

 Good housekeeping is essential to ensure that heavy plant does not drive over loose items,  

when they do, the consequences can be significant; 

 When using “dumpy” or other fabric bags, consider the hazards associated with wear and 

tear – are they only designed for single use?  Are they suitable for the intended use? Are 

rigid skips or pallets a better option? 

 

Always remain vigilant and challenge any task that may present a hazard to colleagues. 

 

 

 


